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1.   Importance of software testing

The software-development process is summarized 
in Fig. 1. In this process, software defects that could 
not be removed during testing are released in that 
state to the user, so testing is critical to software qual-
ity assurance. However, attempting to do all testing 
manually can be extremely costly. Users’ needs have 
been changing rapidly, and software and hardware 
that constitute the operating environment have like-
wise been evolving at a rapid pace. This makes it 
necessary to revise software quickly as the need 
arises and release software updates frequently at short 
intervals. However, to conduct software releases fre-
quently while maintaining a certain level of quality, 
testing cannot be limited to just the new additions. It 
is also necessary to conduct regression testing with 

respect to all existing features at every release to 
check whether they have been adversely affected by 
new features or the like, and this can also incur high 
costs. The NTT Software Innovation Center seeks to 
revolutionize testing—the cornerstone of quality, 
cost, and delivery in software development—and 
achieve a quantum leap in productivity in the soft-
ware-development process.

2.   Current state of software testing

The purpose of software testing includes checking 
that the software is behaving appropriately and reduc-
ing the number of software defects. The main tasks in 
the testing process are test design and test execution. 
Test design involves identifying test variations that 
should be carried out, exhaustively designing test 
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cases, and for each test case, refining a specific pro-
cedure for executing the test and creating a script for 
automatic execution. Next, test execution involves 
providing input data for each test case, running the 
software, and checking whether the software is 
behaving as expected. We believe that there are three 
major issues with current tests.

The first issue is the high cost of designing exhaus-
tive and detailed tests on the basis of conventional 
pre-planned index values. The pursuit of complete-
ness to improve quality can take a massive amount of 
time. Moreover, to ensure that these tests are repro-
ducible and auditable, a great deal of time and effort 
must be expended to create long-winded test-case 
tables containing intricate descriptions of the test 
procedures and other details of each test case.

The second issue is that executing tests requires 
skill and huge amounts of processing time. For each 
of the many test cases, it is necessary to follow the set 
procedure to manipulate and input information to the 
application under test then check the results. It takes 
much time to implement each test case in accordance 
with the correct procedure.

The third issue is the costs incurred in automating 
regression testing, which is required when issuing 
releases frequently in short cycles. Although many 
frameworks and libraries, such as JUnit and Seleni-
um, are currently available for automatically execut-
ing tests, scripts must be created for such automatic 
execution, which can be very time consuming. To 

make it worse, a completed script does not mean that 
no more work is needed since it must be revised 
together with any revisions made to the software tar-
geted for testing. This type of maintenance work is 
also labor intensive.

3.   The world we aim for

To achieve ultra-high-speed development that can 
handle increasingly diverse and vague business 
requirements and rapidly evolving businesses, the 
approach taken by the NTT Software Innovation 
Center is to establish artificial intelligence (AI) 
development technology that can substitute or even 
excel in some human work and develop software 
through human-AI cooperation. To implement testing 
that facilitates ultra-high-speed development, we are 
aiming to achieve the world shown in Fig. 2.

In our approach, instead of haphazardly pursuing 
completeness, we select the locations that should be 
tested and concentrate our efforts there. In addition, 
we make successive judgments as to what locations to 
select and concentrate on by collecting and analyzing 
test-execution conditions and results. This approach 
solves the problems surrounding traditional exhaus-
tive testing and achieves a quantum leap in testing 
efficiency. Since the collected data on the test-execu-
tion status and results includes detailed test proce-
dures, it is possible to ensure that the test results are 
reproducible and auditable (addressing the first 
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issue). Furthermore, by collecting test-activity data 
and using them to automatically generate easy-to-
maintain test scripts, it becomes easier to automate 
regression testing, which enables prompt releases 
after making software updates (addressing the third 
issue).

Finally, once a large quantity of test-activity data 
has been accumulated, it will be possible to reuse the 
knowledge of previous testers. This knowledge will 
not only be of assistance in the automatic execution 
of procedures that are repeated during test execution 
but will also make it possible to provide test recom-
mendations to improve test quality. Therefore, we 
aim to achieve dramatic labor savings in the execu-
tion of tests (addressing the second issue).

The NTT Group develops many business applica-
tions that use web applications as front ends and tests 
these applications through integration testing. In this 
article, we describe LatteArt, our technology for inte-
gration testing, which requires efficiency improve-
ments, and how it addresses the first and third issues 
mentioned above.

4.   LatteArt: Analyzing test-activity data for 
efficient iterative testing

A business application has many use-case scenari-
os, features, and screens, and each screen may have 
many combinations of input patterns. This incurs 
high costs in traditional exhaustive testing. While 
there are tools that support test design through auto-
matic design of exhaustive testing based on the type 
of model (e.g., software-design model), they have the 
drawback of incurring additional costs for the cre-
ation of software-design models. In addition, auto-
mating the testing of web applications requires the 
creation of test scripts for executing screen operations 
automatically. Such test scripts can be created by 
means of, for example, capture & replay tools such as 
SeleniumIDE without requiring advanced skills, but 
creating scripts in this manner still requires work. 
Moreover, because test scripts recorded using capture 
& replay are not modularized, they are difficult to 
modify and have low maintainability.

To solve these problems, we developed a test-
activity data-analysis technology called LatteArt that 
implements efficient iterative testing. LatteArt has 
the following features.

(1)  Test-activity data collection: Automatically 
accumulates test-activity data consisting of 
the tester’s web application logs and screen-
shots as well as information input by the tester 

while executing tests, including test objec-
tives, discovered bugs, and other findings.

(2)  Analysis of test-activity data: Analyzes test-
activity data that have been collected auto-
matically and allows them to be visualized 
with various data models [1, 2]. For example, 
these data can be visualized using the models 
shown in the sequence diagram and screen-
transition diagram of Figs. 3 and 4, respec-
tively. This feature makes it possible to check 
the sufficiency of tests from time to time and 
supplement the minimum necessary tests to 
ensure that testing is conducted effectively. In 
addition, based on these test-activity data, it 
automatically generates test-case tables and 
information equivalent to test results, elimi-
nating the need for long-winded test-case 
tables containing intricate descriptions of the 
test procedures that have thus far been created.

(3)  Test-script generation for regression test-
ing: This feature automatically generates a 
modular and highly maintainable test-script 
template based on page object patterns from 
test-activity data [3]. It also automatically 
generates documentation [4] to accompany 
and improve the readability of test scripts 
when editing. This documentation also 
includes screen-transition diagrams to show 
what screen transitions the test will execute 
and screenshots that show the elements being 
manipulated. Examples are shown in Figs. 5 
and 6. This makes it easy to implement and 
maintain test scripts and allows regression 
testing to be automated with little effort.

5.   Achievements and future outlook

We are currently evaluating the application of Lat-
teArt through joint experiments with NTT Group 
companies and are receiving positive responses from 
development sites. LatteArt has been well received in 
presentations at academic societies in Japan and has 
received a number of awards. Since short-term itera-
tive testing using LatteArt is a new testing method, 
we believe it is important to create a platform with 
which this new testing method can be understood and 
widely accepted by stakeholders (developers and sys-
tem owners) both inside and outside the NTT Group. 
To this end, we have launched a LatteArt open-source 
software (OSS) community and released its source 
code on GitHub [5].

Going forward, we will leverage the data obtained 
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in practice to extract the knowledge of past testers 
from the large amount of accumulated test-activity 
data. By doing so, we aim to provide test recommen-
dations and automate the preliminary groundwork 

that is repeatedly executed during testing, making 
testing much less labor-intensive and further improv-
ing its overall efficiency. In addition, we intend to 
develop a test-innovation ecosystem centered on the 
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Fig. 4.   Screen-transition diagram.
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LatteArt OSS community through collaborations not 
only within the NTT Group but also with external 
organizations such as companies and universities to 
provide access to diverse knowledge from industry 
and academia. To achieve the world we are aiming 
for, we hope to continue making steady advances in 
our research and development one step at a time.
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